“@neurIST will transform the management of cerebral aneurysm by
providing new insights, personalized risk assessment, and methods for
the design of improved medical devices and treatment protocols.”
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The @neurIST Vision
Overall thesis – The @neurIST vision

@neurIST will support this vision broadly by – The @neurIST actions
Identifying the relevant information
Identifying a minimum set of key kick-off hypotheses
Development of an comprehensive data acquisition protocol
Consider epidemiological design and ethical implications

Developing the methods, systems and infrastructures for
Multiscale data processing and data reduction
Data analysis and development of disease models
Integrative decision support for disease and treatment management
Seamless access to data, storage and computing resources
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The @neurIST Aims
@neurIST is …
a modern approach to knowledge
discovery and hypotheses’ identification
WP2

a complex information processing chain
allowing, as a whole, an integrative
exploitation of biomedical data

1. Hypotheses
Re/formulation
Phase

2. Methods
Development
Phase

4. System &
Hypotheses
Evaluation
Phase

3. System
Development,
Integration,
Deployment
Phase

WP3, WP4

an IT-enabled platform for integrative
disease management
WP3, WP4, WP5, WP6

a pilot experience for pan-European
deployment of the @neurIST vision
WP2, WP5, WP6
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The @neurIST Aims
… a modern approach to knowledge discovery and hypotheses’ identification
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The @neurIST Questions
… a modern approach to knowledge discovery and hypotheses’ identification

Can we exploit more holistically current biomedical information sources?
Are we able to build disease models that link disease genotype with clinical phenotypes?
Can we identify generic processes to extract relevant information for decision making?
Can we use these processes (and build platforms) for the generation of hypothesis on…
disease etiology, progression and treatment outcome?

Could such processes eventually replace current trial-based prospective studies for
evidence building? What limits have each of these paradigms/approaches?
Analyze the epidemiology and ethics implications of such endeavors
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The @neurIST Questions & Progress
… a modern approach to knowledge discovery and hypotheses’ identification

The @neurIST Questions & Progress
… a modern approach to knowledge discovery and hypotheses’ identification
@neuQuest & multicenter data collection – data capture tools

The @neurIST Questions & Progress
… a modern approach to knowledge discovery and hypotheses’ identification
@neuQuest & multicenter data collection – recruitment rate incl. blood samples
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The @neurIST Questions & Progress
… a modern approach to knowledge discovery and hypotheses’ identification
@neuQuest & multicenter data collection – imaging data
418 cases with imaging data
85% of patients recruited

Number of cases with images
contributed to @neurIST
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The @neurIST Questions & Progress
… a modern approach to knowledge discovery and hypotheses’ identification
@neuLink & ontology – facilitating hypothesis generation

Link to ontology web browser

The @neurIST Questions & Progress
… a modern approach to knowledge discovery and hypotheses’ identification
@neuLink & ontology – facilitating hypothesis generation
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The @neurIST Questions & Progress
… a modern approach to knowledge discovery and hypotheses’ identification
@neuLink & ontology – facilitating hypothesis generation

The @neurIST Questions & Progress
… a modern approach to knowledge discovery and hypotheses’ identification
@neuLink & ontology – facilitating hypothesis generation

The @neurIST Aims
… a complex information processing chain allowing, as a whole, an integrative
exploitation of biomedical data
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Complex Information Processing in @neurIST
Current decision making is based on very simplified characterization of the aneurysms
mostly based on clinical condition, aneurysmal size and location
Aneurysm rupture is a physical event that is likely to be strongly associated with physical
processes including heamodynamics and dynamic structural equilibrium
Aneurysm growth (wall remodelling) is a biological process, strong drivers for which include
physical parameters (shear stress, pressure,…)
Characteristic physical measures include
Morphodynamics
Heamodynamics
Remodelling

The computation of these measures for an individual requires the construction of a
sophisticated tool chain
Routine integration into the clinical workflow will demand that this tool chain is robust,
reliable, easy-to-use and validated
Tools should allow not only to predict risk of rupture but also to fundamentally underpin
treatment planning

Personalized analysis of aneurysmal
morphology and haemodynamics and its
connection to rupture risk
Objetive- understand the interplay between flow and morphology as
surrogates for rupture risk and observable clinical phenotypes
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Proposed Modes of Use of the Complex Information
Processing Chain
@neurIST
‘Standard’
Characterisation

Predictive
Capacity
‘What if’
Characterisation

To populate @neurIST
databases with
characterisations of both
ruptured and unruptured
aneurysms
To associate
characteristics with risk
by statistical processing

What if other physiological
parameters?

To model the detailed biological
and physical interactions to
predict explicitly the time
evolution of the aneurysm

To gain knowledge

To understand the mechanisms
that lead to rupture

To explore characterisation
envelope for this individual

To predict in detail the evolution
of this aneurysm

To compare and evaluate
interventions ?

Trading experimental confidence vs. diagnostic power

Medical Images

Boundary conditions
Constitutive equations
Boundary conditions
Constitutive equations

Confidence

Hypothesis

Morphology

Morphology
Haemodynamics

Flow, pressure,
wall shear stress

Stress analysis

Deformation, strain,
stress

Direct diagnostic capacity

All analyses require geometry from the medical image
Highest confidence (least additional information) is in
morphology
Best measures diagnostically are stress/strain (acute and
remodelling) and haemodynamic parameters (remodelling); both
require additional information

Complex information chain
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@neuFuse: Complex information chain
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Personalized endovascular planning of
minimaly invasive therapy
Objetive- develop methods and systems for in silico
exploration and selection of therapeutic options
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Virtual stenting: will allow the clinician to perform subject-specific
intervention planning and selection

Cebral JR, Lohner R. Efficient simulation of blood flow past complex endovascular devices using an adaptive embedding technique. IEEE
Trans Med Imaging. 2005 Apr;24(4):468-76.
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Personalised endovascular planning
Efficient virtual stenting in patient specific geometries for interventional planning

I. Larrabide, A.F. Frangi. Virtual stent deployment with simplex meshes, Proc IACM/ECCOMAS Conference 2008, accepted.
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Virtual stenting with new complex devices

No-stent

Single stent

Double stent

Interventional planning: Average flow

No-stent

Single stent

Double stent

Device analysis and optimization
Accurate structural and mechanical analysis of commercial stents for
customized device design and large-scale computational assessment
Allows multi case or parametric sweeps through @neuCompute/@neuInfo
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Validation: A key @neurIST component
Preliminary qualitative comparison between numerical and in vitro
simulation under steady conditions without and with stent
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Courtesy of N. Frid (Cardiatis) and J. Thyregod (Cook) - Augsburger L, Reymond P, Fonck E, Farhat M, Stergiopulos N, Rufenacht DA
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Virtual Intracranial Stenting
Challenge: VISC07 and VISC08
Simulation data comparison and performance measures
Initiative and event driven by members of @neurIST consortium
VISC07:18-20/4 2007, Kyoto, Japan
Radaelli AG, Augsburger L, Cebral JR, Ohta M, Rüfenacht DA, Appanaboyina S, Balossino F, Benndorf G, De Beule M, Hose DR, Marzo A,
Metcalfe R, P Reymond, L Socci, verhegghe B, Frangi AF (2008) Reproducibility of haemodynamical simulations in a subject-specific
stented aneurysm model: A Report on the Virtual Intracranial Stenting Challenge, J Biomech, accepted

VISC08: 5-9/5 2008, Ankara, Turkey
www.ics08.org
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High WSS Changes (> 1.5 Pa)
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Modeling aneurysmal growth and clot
formation including biological factors
Objective- understand the natural history of cerebral
aneurysms through understanding the biological mechanisms
that lead to clot formation and aneurysmal growth
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Aneurysm Growth: A subtle interplay of genetics, haemodynamics
and arterial wall mechanics

Endothelial shear
stress

Signalling pathway
models

Composition of
tissue

Mixture theory
model
CFD
analysis

Constitutive
law

Arterial aneurysm
shape

FEM
analysis

Mechanical
properties of tissue
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Aneurysm Growth: A subtle interplay of genetics, haemodynamics
and arterial wall mechanics
Foundations for computational models that explore the homeostatic
regulation of the arterial wall within a mechano-biological framework
Computational framework with flow solver
Linking growth to wall shear stress
Linking growth to hemodynamic environment
Mechano transduction, signalling pathways

Wall shear stress in a developing aneurysm
http://spie.org/x19181.xml?highlight=x2410
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The @neurIST Aims
… an IT-enabled platform for integrative disease management
… a pilot experience for pan-European deployment of the @neurIST vision
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The @neurIST Questions & Progress
… an IT-enabled platform for integrative disease management

Which methods and tools need to be developed to integratedly exploit modern data
sources for disease management?
Can we apply the Virtual Physiological Human concept as a paradigm for information
integration? Multi scale models for various subparts of the decision support system?
Should all these tools be made accessible to the clinical experts and what should the
appropriate end-user application suites look like?
Can we develop generic (scalable & reusable) system backbone architectures to enable
these application suites?
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@neurIST – Modes of Operation

Research
Infrastructure

Clinical Decision
Support System
@neurIST

Researching causes and
new treatments for
aneurysms

Support tool for treating
aneurysms

Flow of Medical data between these
two modes should follow very strict
security and ethical guidelines!!!
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Application Suites and Components
@neuRisk
@neuRisk

@neuFuse

Application for data
capture, risk analysis and
treatment planning

Application to visualize
and manipulate medical
images and simulation
results

@neuLink
@neuLink

@neurIST

Research tool linking
genomics and disease

@neuEndo
@neuEndo

Application for simulating
and planning stent designs

@neuCompute
Computational Services
offering compute power for
medical image simulations and
risk analysis computations

@neuInfo
Provides access to
databases and data
transfer facilities
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•Where is Data
?

•Creation & Population of infostructure

PACS

Descriptive Data
PACS

@neuQuest

Representative Data
PACS

PACS

ERGO
IPCI
NHR
Bonn

ISAT

eRadiology Archives

Conservation of samples
Bio Bank

PACS

PACS

PACS

@neurIST BioIS
PACS

Architecture – Layered View

Grid Middleware: GEMSS2, Fura; Standard Web Services (WS-I), OGSA-DAI
Source: H. Rajasekaran et al.: @neurIST – Towards a System Architecture for Advanced Disease Management […], CBMS 2008
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Internet

University network/DMZ

Logging
Filtering

SQL

anoDB

Public @neuInfo
Service

Files

Data Access
Hospital DMZ
Logging
Filtering

Public @neuInfo
Service

Push/ Pull mechanism
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Hospital Intranet

EHR

PACS

HL7

DICOM

Acquisition tool

DVD
FTP

Data Storage
FIREWALL FIREWALL FIREWALL FIREWALL FIREWALL

FIREWALL FIREWALL FIREWALL FIREWALL FIREWALL

Geneva
(OTF)

FIREWALL FIREWALL FIREWALL FIREWALL FIREWALL FIREWALL
IREWALL FIREWAL

FIREWALL FIREWALL FIREWALL FIREWALL FIREWALL FIREWALL FIREWALL

Sheffield
(ANO)

XML/DICOM files
HTTP/XML
HTTP/XML

IDDB

Data Acquisition

Hospital Intranet
Data forms

EHR

HTTP/XML
DICOM

PACS

HTTP/XML
Private @neuInfo
Service

IDDB
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@neuX integrative application suites deployed over the
@neurIST platforms = @neuSystem

@neurIST
System

@neuLink

IT Support Suites

@neuEndo

Support computational design processes
towards a next generation of smart flowcorrecting implants to treat ruptured
aneurysms and reduce current treatment
costs, side effects and recurrence.
Support the knowledge discovery for
linking genetics to disease, vasospasm
and blood clotting after cerebral
hemorrhage
WSS

@neuFuse

Support the integration of modeling,
simulation and visualization of
multimodal data

Model
& WSS

CFD
Peak velocity

3DRA

PC-MR vs US
Flow rates
magnitude

phase

CFD

@neuCompute/Info

Support integration of data and
computing resources.

Enabling IT

@neuRisk

Improve decision making processes in
the management of unruptured
aneurysms by providing a score that
integrates all the available information for
identifying at-risk patients and reducing
current over treatment

The @neurIST Vision
Overall thesis – The @neurIST vision

@neurIST will support this vision broadly by – The @neurIST actions
Identifying the relevant information
Identifying a minimum set of key kick-off hypotheses
Development of an comprehensive data acquisition protocol
Consider epidemiological design and ethical implications

Developing the methods, systems and infrastructures for
Multiscale data processing and data reduction
Data analysis and development of disease models
Integrative decision support for disease and treatment management
Seamless access to data, storage and computing resources
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The @neurIST Team
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